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R. Barrett, P.P. Delsanto, A. Tartaglia
Physics: The Ultimate Adventure
Series: Undergraduate Lecture Notes in Physics
▶ Explores the exciting concepts of modern physics, without the
mathematics
▶ Ideal introductory reading for those taking physics as optional course
▶ Glamorous new discoveries of physics are made accessible to those
without a scientific background
▶ If you feel left out of the conversation at philosophers’ dinner parties,
this book is definitely for you
This book explains - in simple terms and with almost no math - the physics behind recent
and glamorous discoveries in Cosmology, Quantum Mechanics, Elementary Particles (e.g.
Higgs bosons) and Complexity Theory. En route it delves into the historical landmarks and
revolutions that brought about our current understanding of the universe.
 
The book is written mainly for those with little scientific background, both college
students and lay readers alike, who are curious about the world of modern physics.
Unsolved problems are highlighted and the philosophical implications of the sometimes
astounding modern discoveries are discussed. Along the way the reader gains an insight
into the mindset and methodology of a physicist.
